Attack Narrative

Typing in smb://RED shows us the shares that are available

Looking around in these shares, did not disclose anything particularly sensitive, there were backup files located
there, but was only a default WordPress install, before being installed.

Looking back at port 80, there was some information disclose there, a .bashrc file and a.profile file.

While this is brute force is running I am looking for known vulnerabilities in the services that have been found open
via the nmap scan.

One of them is a username enumeration exploit, I try this to see if the username found earlier are applicable for the
ssh service running

This confirms that the username found on the SMB shares are capable of using the SSH service and is an information
disclosure vulnerability.

Using these credentials, we are able to get a SSH connection to the server. At this point the server has been
compromised due to weak credentials.
Below is proof of access using the MFeri account.

The next step is to see if we are able to get any privilege escalation on this server.
Using the command cat /etc/*-release, we are able to see the OS version number. We can now start looking to see If
there are any well-known exploits for the OS.

We also want to know what services are running on the server, this might give more ideas on routes that could be
compromised

Issuing the command ps aux we can see the services running
The below entry is interesting, so further investigation is needed.

Looking in the users home folder that is not restricted to the single user, we are able to see the .bash_history file ,
showing us previously used commands.
We are presented with usernames and credentials.

Using the credential above, I am able to login to the ssh server as peter.

Pressing q drops us out of an interactive shell into a restricted shell. Using the id command, we are able to see more
information about the user we are logged in as (peter)

We can see that peter is a member of the sudo group, this is a good sign that we are able to compromise the system
further as we already known peters password.

By entering vi in the terminal and typing the following in the vi terminal
:set shell=/bin/bash
We are going to try and execute it from within the editor and break out from the restricted shell.
Press the ESC key and typing in
:shell
I now have an unrestricted bash shell as peter

Knowing that peter has sudo permissions we are able to see the contents of the root folder and make super user
commands, at this point we own the system, but we are still not yet root account.

We are also able to see the shadow file and crack the remaining passwords
On the attacker machine I type

And on the compromised server I type to send the shadow file to the attacker machine

We now have the shadow file on the attacker’s machine we can attack the passwords

Using john the ripper we start getting more credentials

In the meantime, I go back to the peter shell I have and get root access by changing the password

Below is proof of being root on the system

